FAST TO BUILD – 1 person 5 minutes

IDEAL FOR:
• ROADSIDE REPAIRS
• SMALL PANEL VANS / TRAILERS / TRUCKS

VANNEX (1440) AWNINGS
Our new range of Vannex (1440) Vehicle Awnings are ideal for small vans or trailers that need maximum space. For example, a 2m awning width can project 3m!

Based on a ‘bar’ or ‘semi-cassette’ system the awning’s arms cross underneath the cassette and are housed by a bag during transit, along with the windout mechanism.

FAST INSTALLATION
Your Awning can be installed in minutes! Simply wind out the Awning by hand or motor, fit the legs and side beams, then attach the fabric edge using our fast fit system. Side push buckles fix the fabric walls at the framework uprights. Fabrics are tensioned to the underside of the vehicle using shockcord and hooks.

RETRO-FITTED
Your Awning is custom made and retro-fitted to your vehicle. They are Roof Mounted only and can be fitted on the side or rear of Panel Vans, Trailers or Trucks. We can fit your awning at our work premises over a full working day or courier to you or your coachbuilder for self fitting.

AWNINGS CONFIGURATION OPTIONS
You can choose:
• Roof Only; includes Roof Cassette, Roof Fabrics, Uprights and Roof Beams
• Roof & 2 Sides (as shown); as above with 2 Fast Fit walls with Windows for maximum light
• Roof & 3 Sides; as above with front wall (solid)

BRANDING OPTIONS
We can brand your Awning with full colour, digital images to show your logo or graphics. You can choose from a variety of coloured PVC fabrics to match your corporate colours.
**PRODUCT SPECIFICATION**

**Vannex Awning**

**Ideal** for small vehicles where the length is limited or it has a low roof, thereby limiting how far the awning can project. Because the arms are independently mounted, they can fold in front of each other (crossover) so we can extend the awning up to 3m, with minimum 2m width.

**Size** – varies from width along the vehicle 2m to 5m, with projection up to 3.0m

**Fabric & Colour** – Easy to clean, PVC fabric. All Fabrics are Fire Retardant. They are robust at 650g/sqm and have low wick, anti fungal and UV stabilised properties. Standard colour is white, with option from over 30 PVC colours to choose from (swatch available on request).

**Transit bag** - Standard colour is black. Other colours available on request.

**Framework** - Adjustable legs or uprights cater for uneven ground and variations in height.

**Optional Extras** –
- Windows - with or without privacy panel.
- Additional openings / zip up doors.
- Vehicle Skirts.
- For hard standing surfaces where pegging down is not possible, an aluminium Hard Standing Base Frame is recommended.
- Ratchet straps to provide additional anchorage from awning to vehicle.

**OUR CUSTOMERS** say ‘You have provided an excellent personalised service and I will recommend your company in the future to all my colleagues in motorsports!’

We provide Awnings for a number of ‘household’ named Mobile Technicians such as Revive! And Lookers PLC.